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QUESTION 1

Which two characteristics must be present when preparing an application to be configured for high availability using
Veritas Cluster Server? (Select two.) 

A. Ability to run on multiple independent servers 

B. Remote monitoring capability 

C. Data stored on internal disks 

D. Well-defined start and stop procedures 

E. Refresh capability after sudden failures 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

A 2-node Veritas Cluster Server cluster has two dedicated Ethernet heartbeat links and I/O Fencing enabled. 

What will happen if both heartbeat links simultaneously fail? 

A. I/O Fencing takes over as the heartbeat mechanism. 

B. All service groups are frozen on both nodes. 

C. Both nodes panic and reboot into the cluster. 

D. One node panics and the other remains running. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Where does an incident responder find the exact matches that triggered an incident? 

A. Dashboard report 

B. Incident Snapshot 

C. Incident List 

D. System Events report 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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In addition to creating an automated response rule, which action must a policy manager take for the rule to execute? 

A. Turn on response rules from the Settings page 

B. Add the response rule to the appropriate policy 

C. Click the Response Rule button to execute 

D. Enable Remediate Incidents privilege in the appropriate role 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two actions can be taken to determine whether an application clustered with Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) has
been successfully started or stopped? (Select two.) 

A. Examine the online log file 

B. Examine the engine log file 

C. View the Security Log from the VCS Java GUI 

D. View the Log Desk from the VCS Java GUI 

E. View the Application_A.log file 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

What happens when a DLP Agent is unable to connect to its preferred Endpoint Server? 

A. If any detection server in the system is running, the agent automatically connects to it after a period of time. 

B. If any Endpoint Server is running, the agent automatically connects to it after a period of time. 

C. If any Endpoint Server is running, and if the agent is configured to recognize it, the agent connects to it after a period
of time. 

D. If any detection server is running, and if the agent is configured to recognize it, the agent connects to it after a period
of time. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which incidents appear in the Network Incident List when the Network Prevent Action filter is set to "Modified"? 

A. incidents in which confidential content was removed from an SMTP email 
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B. incidents in which an SMTP email was changed to include a specified header 

C. incidents in which confidential content was removed from a Web mail 

D. incidents in which confidential content resulted in a blocked Web mail 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator needs to set up a service group dependency with the following characteristics: 

The parent group depends on the child group being offline on the same system. 

If the child group faults and fails over to a system on which the parent is running, the parent should switch to another
system. 

Which type of dependency is this? 

A. Offline local 

B. Offline home 

C. Offline remote 

D. Offline parent 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three options can incident responders select when deleting incidents? (Select three.) 

A. Delete the incident completely 

B. Delete the original message and retain the incident 

C. Delete the incident and retain the violating attachments or files 

D. Delete the incident and export incident details to .csv file 

E. Delete the non-violating attachments or files and retain the incident 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two response rule actions should be avoided in Exact Data Matching (EDM) policies? (Select two.) 

A. Endpoint: Notify 
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B. Protect: Copy File 

C. Network: Block HTTP/HTTPS 

D. Protect: Quarantine File 

E. Endpoint: Block 

F. Network: Remove HTTP/HTTPS Content 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 11

The service group named websg is currently online on the sym3 node. All other nodes are running. 

Consider the following partial main.cf definition: 

Group websg ( 

SystemList = { sym1=0, sym2=1, sym3=2 } 

AutoStartList = {sym2, sym3 } 

FailOverPolicy = Priority 

) 

The operator incorrectly shuts down a critical resource in the websg service group outside of Veritas 

Cluster Server. 

Based on the information provided, what will happen to the websg service group? 

A. It will remain partially online on the sym3 node. 

B. It will switch to the sym1 node. 

C. It will switch to the sym2 node. 

D. It will restart on sym3 node. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator is manually adding a node named sym3 to an existing two-node cluster. 

What must be done after installing Veritas Cluster Server and configuring cluster communications on the new node? 

A. Run hastart -add sym3 on any node 

B. Run hasys -force sym3 on the new node 
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C. Run haclus -addnode sym3 on the new node 

D. Run hastart on the new node 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Refer to the following information: 

OnlineTimeoutInterval = 60 OnlineRetryLimit = 2 MonitorInterval = 120 RestartLimit = 0 

What will occur if an application takes 70 seconds to come online during the online process? 

A. The application will come online without any issues. 

B. The applications monitor will timeout and cause the application to failover. 

C. The application will fail to be brought online and will attempt to failover to another cluster node. 

D. The application will fail to be brought online and will try again. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

An administrator has configured Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) to periodically back up configuration files when the
configuration is left open for update. What will be the resulting file name when VCS backs up the main.cf files? 

A. main.cf.bak 

B. main.cf.previous 

C. main.cf.autobackup 

D. main.cf.backup 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

During testing, an administrator configures a Network Discover target to identify and quarantine confidential files. The
target is set up with a Default credential that has read-only permissions on the file server. After running the scan and
checking the results, the administrator finds several incidents from the scan, but observes that all confidential files are
still in their original location, and the configured quarantine directory is empty (contains none of the confidential files). 

Which two Discover target configuration mistakes might be causing the problem? (Select two.) 

A. The sharelist excludes all directories on the host being scanned. 

B. The Quarantine/Copy Share credentials are invalid. 
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C. The Default credentials are invalid. 

D. The Copy option is selected. 

E. The Protect credential is unspecified. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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